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1. What is the appropriate show attire for small stock showmanship? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________  

2. When/ where does small stock sold during the action get processed? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

3. What two species of small stock animals are sold individually? 

a. ____________________ 

b. ____________________ 

4. Do small stock animals come to Rally Days? ____________________________________ 

5. What is the daily fine for not cleaning your small stock pens and feeding during 

scheduled times morning and night? __________________________________ 

6. The mandatory meetings at the are what days and time? 

a. __________________________________________ 

b. __________________________________________ 

c. __________________________________________ 

7. In poultry a spilt tail is an Disqualification or fault. ____________________________ 

8. A defective condition of the shanks and toes of a fowl caused by burrowing mite is 

called_______________________________________________________________ 

9. A subdivision of a breed is called a __________________________________________ 



10. The tail of a fowl perinatally carried to one side is 

called___________________________. 

11. Name on breed of duck that will make weight for our auction following the age and 

weight requirements in our contract. 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

12. Tertials is another word for __________________________________ in ducks.  

13. What are the four factors as listed in the ARBA book, in the order of their importance for 

judging meat pens are. 

a. ________________________________________ 

b. _________________________________________ 

c. ________________________________________ 

d. __________________________________________ 

14. A breed of rabbit that is a semi arch is ________________________________________ 

15. What age group for rabbits would our market rabbits belong to. Senior or Junior? 

16. My up to date record book with Livestock Market Project insert for each species of 

Market Animal and Completed Educational insert must be turned in to the CES Office 

on______________________________________________________. 

17. The Market contract states that your market animal(s) will be in your possession and 

care for no less than ____________________% of the time. 

18. Any animal that needs to leave the fairgrounds before check out day must have 

permission from the ________________________________________________ 



19. You should be checking your animals for 

_____________,__________________________ 

and_____________________________. Weekly before fair and treating for any issues. 

20.  What color of legs should an aged hen have? __________________________________. 


